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Introduction
Raymond Knapp’s writings have spanned a broad spectrum of musicological topics,
from the symphonies and songs of Beethoven, Brahms, and Mahler, to the operettas
of Gilbert and Sullivan, to more recent monographs on American musical theater
and film music. I first came across his scholarship in the early 2000s when I was
studying the relationship of Beethoven’s Symphonies Nos. 5 & 6. Along the way,
Knapp has carefully and bravely gone beyond discussing pieces of music of
themselves from a “work-concept” mode, and astutely considered the
interrelationships of work, composer, performer, and audience. In so doing, he has
generated models of research regarding music in society, in various philosophical
contexts, and in effective performance. The success of Making Light: Haydn,
Musical Camp, and the Long Shadow of German Idealism could only be achieved by
a scholar with such a broad background, and that consistently deals with societal,
philosophical, and performativity aspects in consideration of such a varied repertoire
from across many centuries.
Knapp opens this study with the following statement (highlighting italics made by
the reviewer):
I began this book project with a fundamental intuition, that the specific kind
of pleasure I derive from Haydn has something basic in common with many
of the pleasures I find in musicals, and that these shared pleasures are not the
same as those I find in most music of the nineteenth century and its extended
traditions. (xi)
This suggests the central premise of his text: that the music of Haydn, particularly his
symphonies and string quartets, should be assessed or considered in terms of the
performative and societal ideals that generated them, particularly the desire of offering
audiences shared pleasure that results in approbation, rather than the premises of
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German Idealism established by the early Romantic generations of aesthetic thinkers,
most notably the “contemplative space” model of composer-performer-audience
interrelationship—what I call the “throwing up of the proscenium arch”—that
dominated aesthetic musical thought during the better part of the 19th century, and has
continued to hold sway in musicological thought since. Furthermore, Knapp finds a
connection between the pleasurable effects Haydn’s music has on him, and the
experience he undergoes when he watches musicals and films that contain specific
musical moments. “Both consistently make light of serious art even when taking that art
seriously.” (xiii)
At first, I was suspicious of this connection, fearing it would revive the “Papa Haydn”
sobriquet that recent studies have effectively diminished. Knapp addresses this problem
in the final chapter, and at various places throughout the text, using recent reception
studies by Bryan Proksch, Melanie Lowe, and Mary Hunter, among others. And I must
also admit that my suspicions were not alleviated until well into the book, because of the
many seemingly disparate works, genres, and ideas he presented. But in the final
assessment, Knapp’s logic, steeped in solid philosophical, historical, cultural, and
musical analysis, and aided by interesting and comprehensive notes, an appendix of
extended score segments, and an especially effective use of an online sight
(knappmakinglight.net) that provided enlightening resources such as photos, scores,
and audio and video clips, proved most convincing.
Whether intentional or not, and in keeping with the late 18th-century social space in
which Haydn participated, Knapp’s literary structure seemed to reflect a one-person
Salon discussion of the central theme from different angles (pace Elisabeth Le Guin)
rather than a strictly linear argument. Considering who the audience(s) for this book
might be, Knapp’s discussion touches on so many different topics that I think the reader
will find individual chapters very useful for demonstrating good scholarship in various
areas of musicology, performance studies, gender studies, aesthetics, reception, etc., etc.
Taken as a whole, it also achieves the connections between Haydn, camp, and other U.S.
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American popular musical genres Knapp set out to establish, and proves the value of
treating musical works on their own terms, even (especially) if such terms do not favor
those premises German Idealism—or William Weber’s “musical idealism”—deem most
sanctifying. I will address this salon structure, and the value to varying audience(s) of
the book in my Final Thoughts section, following a summary of each part of the book.

Summary of PART I: APPROACHING THE ABSOLUTE
“Preface: Surviving Absolute Music” lays out the philosophical groundwork that will be
argued, pro and con. One of Knapp’s interesting criticisms is cast upon musicology
itself, in its common treatment of Haydn: “very little of what attracts people to Haydn in
the first place emerges in the now fairly copious literature on Haydn, where it is
obscured by the august tone that such work so often assumes. (This was especially true
in the early 1980s, if less true today.)” (xii) As Knapp himself admits, I think it is fair to
say that recent work in reception of those scholars mentioned above, along with other
scholarship by Tom Beghin, Elaine Sisman, Jim Webster, and many others, have turned
that tide. Knapp then focuses his attention to 19th-century German Idealism and its
effect on the emerging field of musicology. Art and music were expected to lead one
away from the self and others—away from the societal and phenomenal world—and
towards the contemplation of the art work, particularly as it is capable of conveying the
noumenal. But Haydn’s music doesn’t come from this tradition. Instead, it requires the
realization of a collective, social experience, enjoyed with others. This connects it to
Anglo-American “camp” that emerged in the late 19th century, in opposition to, and
blatantly critical of, German Idealism.
Knapp lays out six ways he delves into this relationship to German Idealism, with a
densely-packed chapter dedicated to each topic; the good host, he introduces the central
idea of the discussion and the six conversationalists at his salon. These are Kenner of 1)
German Idealism and its influence on musical paradigms, 2) Haydn’s symphonies as
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revealers of Aristotelian humanistic virtues, 3) Haydn’s quartets which play with the
salon as quasi-social space, 4) minstrelsy, camp, and other Anglo-American genres that
rebel against German Idealism, often on behalf of disenfranchised groups, 5) popular
music forms that are given artistic legitimacy through some sense of “authenticity,” and
finally 6) the host that pulls all of these threads together at the end of the evening.
Chapter 1: “Idealizing Music” has as a stated goal carefully separating the masterpiece
mentality of the autonomous composition, stemming from German Idealism, from
Haydn reception, particularly symphonies and string quartets, because it is historically
inaccurate to view Haydn’s music this way. German Idealist notions rejects the
importance of performativity, which is crucial to getting at the essence of Haydn’s
music. Knapp gives a wonderfully detailed but concise overview of German Idealism in
the 19th century that led towards the notion of “absolute music” and the separation of
audience, and even performer, from the composition, so that the music/composition
was no longer seen as the performance, but the concept of the work was elevated over its
performance. His overview of the aesthetic philosophy is preceded by six specific
observations regarding performance that occurred as the century progressed, marking
the concert hall’s evolution toward a contemplative “museum”: 1) the conflation of
chamber and orchestral (sonata and symphonic) styles in Beethoven’s music, especially
in quartets, 2) Hanslick’s Vom Musikalische-Schönen, and the removal of extra-musical
stimulation for interpretation, 3) development of the musical canon of autonomous
compositions, beginning with Beethoven’s symphonies, 4) the removal of the orchestra
to a pit, out of sight, 5) Berlioz’s treatise on orchestration, treating the orchestra as one
instrument to be played by a conductor, and 6) the ascendency of the virtuoso “tightly
controlling conductor” (Mahler as archetype) as the ideal “audience,” as s/he is in
complete control of shaping the music despite players in the orchestra.
With these steps in mind, Knapp reviews in a concise and clear way the main ideas
behind German Idealism, starting with Kant and continuing with University of
Jena/Weimar figures up through Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. Along the way he refers
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back to Haydn and his music. He notes at the beginning of his overview that Haydn’s
“most important audience in London” (12) was exactly concurrent with Kant’s writing of
his Critique of Judgment in 1790, and as his ideas of Critique of Pure Reason (1780)
and Critique of Practical Reason (1788) were taking hold.
Nationalism in the arts and other disciplines stemmed from Kant’s first critique which
facilitated “personal and group identities (including nationalism) within shifting
political and philosophical contexts” (12), and was followed by the Herder/Goethe
notion of Volksgeist, in which folk poetry (and other art forms) affirmed shared
heritage, language, etc., of a collective identity. Reinhold popularized these ideas,
emphasizing the Romantic notion of “intense subjectivity.” This subjectivity was based
on four factors coming from Kant: 1) inner life of the individual (Werther); 2) inner life
of the artist, and the role this takes in creative acts, leading the creative artist to
“reinvent the world from imagination”; 3) such subjectivity was understood to create the
basis for collective identity (“Germanness,” e.g. the Des knaben Wunderhorn poetry of
1805-08); and the regulation of such things in terms of the “categorical imperative”
governed by reason, including judgment based upon Ding an sich.
Following nationalism, Knapp delves into the subject of art as contemplative, as
opposed to social. Kant in the third critique identified untexted music as “free beauty,”
appealing to the senses, and capable of being removed from representation of external
ideas, thus rendering it an object of contemplation. Later writers such as Fichte and
Schiller recast this “object of contemplation” notion of instrumental music, elevating its
stature: “All art constantly aspires towards the condition of music.” (Walter Pater’s
maxim, 18). Schiller equates poetry with music. Tieck and Wackenroeder, and later
Herder, go further, elevating music to the “highest art,” assigning it the Romantic
capability of “approaching the absolute” by the turn of the century. Fichte (“absolute
consciousness”), then Schopenhauer (“Will”), discussed the arts as space in which one
can engage the infinite, and non-representational music was most directly connected to
the Will, thus most perfect for engagement of the infinite. Firmly planted in the realm of
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the Sublime by German philosophers and Wagner’s reasoning, Hanslick attempted to
take music back to the realm of the Beautiful in 1854. An unfortunate result of this
evolution, according to Knapp, is that listening to music had become the most privileged
musical activity, providing the basis for contemplation. By extension, listening became
a moral act of self-improvement, and thus the work itself, rather than the performance
of it, was what was most crucial.
Given this context, Knapp reviews a number of musical traditions in the 19th century,
beginning with Beethoven and E. T. A. Hoffmann’s discussion of the Symphony No. 5 in
1813. Hoffmann crowned Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven as “nationalist” German
Romantics. Set within the backdrop of the Volksgeist movement, Schiller considered
music within “the emergent view of music as potentially transcendent, [and so] no art
had greater potential than music for establishing a link between the individual and an
imagined larger spirit . . . . Thus music, and more particularly the composer, soon
acquired a central role in the nationalist agenda.” (25) The “public” genres of
symphony, oratorio, concerto, and opera, became the vehicles of this like between
individual and larger nation spirit, while chamber music, particularly the string quartet
and piano music, were seen as providing intense “contemplative space” for individuals
to move from the larger collective. This focus on inwardness became part of the basis for
the German negativity towards such “entertaining” types of music as Italian opera
(Rossini) and the French operette traditions, which were viewed as “objectifying” the
subject matter.
These aesthetic principles also put a particularly German slant on the emerging field of
musicology. The Bach Revival began at about this time, with Bach seen as primarily an
instrumental music composer (fugue, concerto) and thus fitting into the subjective
tradition, consequently being upheld as a “nationalist” composer. The label, however,
necessitated a recontextualizing as the Bach Verzeichnis grew, because Bach’s role as a
composer of so much texted music, and occasional music, became evident. At midcentury Wagner’s views on music took hold: “the flow of Wagner’s ‘formless’ music
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merged the self directly into a deep sense of ‘the [noumenal] world,’ bypassing the
phenomenal world and its meaningless structures (‘civilization’), while borrowing from
Schopenhauer the audacious suggestion that sexual culmination provides an important
model for this kind of merger.” (31) Formless music was a woman, which needed the
masculine text to give it meaningful shape and fertility. Eternal womanliness (das EwigWeibliche) as a redemptive vehicle also became associated with music. Nietzsche dealt
with texted music, concluding that the act of singing itself as a musical element, rather
than the meaning of any words sung, was where true meaning lay.
With all of this as a base, the author contends that the music of Haydn and even Mozart
has been improperly judged. Knapp discusses the idea of the Romantic hero in Mozart’s
music, using Mozart’s operas and concertos for his evidence. Focusing on Don Giovanni
and Almaviva, the author maintains that the Mozart/Da Ponte collaborations reflect an
ordered, external, and “objective” approach, substantiating these claims with certain
statements made by Mozart (e.g. “Music . . . must never cease to be music.”). Knapp uses
Don Giovanni to demonstrate his principal argument, particularly in how it had some of
the most sublime music of the late 18th century yet ended with a comic final scene.
Productions even as early as the 1790s began removing the ending, allowing Giovanni to
be “true to himself” (subjective) at the very end of the opera despite the consequences.
Knapp makes a similar argument regarding the lengthy orchestral expositions of the
concertos, which serve to delay the soloist’s (as hero) entrance. Mozart’s image as a
child-like, divinely inspired composer who never made sketches of compositions was an
antidote to him falling into the same “Papa” trap that Haydn suffered; it more-or-less
displaced the need for Mozart to follow the archetype of Beethoven, and thus allowed
Mozart’s music to hold a place in the emerging German canon
Haydn’s aesthetics, on the other hand, were a long way from those of the emerging
German Idealism. Haydn’s music, particularly the Haydn of London, was social rather
than subjective, thriving under the belief that entertaining was the best way to engage an
audience in order to have them consider greater things. “When Haydn was compared to
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Shakespeare—as indeed he was in England, but could never have been by the German
Idealists and romantics, who had their own idea of what Shakespeare was about—it was
because Shakespeare was first of all a superb entertainer, who used the platform of an
engaged audience in order to elevate the thoughts and sensibilities of that audience.”
(41) This created an awkwardness in the German Idealist mindset “that has most
undermined Haydn’s position in the canon, for the idea that Haydn’s entertainment
value was actually secondary to his pioneering exploration of incipient German Idealism
(instead of the reverse) is simply—and I use the word advisedly—laughable.” (41-2)
Furthermore, given the model of Beethoven composing for posterity, consistent with the
subjectivity of German Idealism, Haydn’s striving for audience approbation was deemed
less revolutionary.
German Idealism as an evaluative tool for music—what William Weber calls “musical
idealism”—was reacted against, even mocked, in other places, particularly Paris,
England, and the U.S. Operetta entertainments in these regions, and minstrelsy, often
poked fun at the Idealist modes, and were always well grounded in the fact that
commercial success was due to their entertainment value. Parisian operette and
minstrelsy were strong influences on Gilbert and Sullivan, although Sullivan eventually
had aesthetic ambitions more in line with German Idealism, which famously caused a
rift. After the Civil War, many in the U.S. had aspirations of striving for higher cultural
expressions based on European models. These always had less commercial success than
the “entertainment” counterparts, requiring subsidies. Dvořák’s interviews about how
his symphony “From the New World” could serve as a model for developing higher
artistic works proved problematic for some, because 1) he was an outsider, 2) whose
ideas about the U.S. were seen as tainted by his being from an aspirational nation, and
therefore he was unable to fully understand the various ethnic peoples here, and 3) the
types of music Dvořák identified as being useful for this “American” voice were deemed
inadequate or fundamentally inappropriate—in part because of racial prejudices—for an
elevated artistic tradition. This was complicated by the varying levels of ethnic “purity”
assigned to each of the types of music he identified, particularly the Spiritual, which is
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itself a blend of European and African traditions that grew out of a slave culture which
embraced aspects of the Christian European hymn tradition. Dvořák’s attempt to
achieve some kind of “melting pot” character indicative of the U.S. culture also proved
antithetical to the nationalist overtones of German Idealism, which had become the
arbiter of the higher, more cultivated style U.S. artists were seeking.

Summary of PART II: HAYDN’S DIFFERENCE
Following his dense, thorough overview of German Idealism, its positioning of Haydn
and Mozart, and Anglo-American reactions to it, Knapp turns to the instrumental music
of Haydn, pursuing the premise that Haydn’s music “entertains” in the sense of the
historic derivation of the word itself—“to hold mutually”—rather than the more modern
use of the word—“to engage.” Chapter 2: “Entertaining Possibilities in Haydn’s
Symphonies” focuses on Haydn’s symphonies, which give pleasure and therefore gain
approbation through what Knapp calls “dynamic of accommodation.” Often rendered in
comic terms, this involves individuated musical elements seemingly at odds with
established modes of musical order. We approach Haydn and his treatment of such
disorder differently than with other composers, from the point of view of “how is he
going to make this work?” rather than “this is incongruous.” Thus, the fun of Haydn’s
music comes to the fore, and this does not relate easily to German Idealist aesthetics.
“These two features of Haydn’s symphonic works—his accommodation of eccentricity
and what has often seemed an overly comic tone—are at the crux of what he offered
audiences of his time but what would soon be understood as too lightweight for the new
paradigms that arose with German Idealism.” (55)
Haydn engaged the audience and their expectations based on musical conventions in
two modes: dramatic narrative and musical tone. The two modes interact with one
another on many levels and are often at odds. This is most evident in the extent to
which Haydn’s recapitulations differ from expositions, especially compared to Mozart’s
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and Beethoven’s symphonies. Symphony No. 100 in G “Military” demonstrates the
tension between these two modes. Knapp gives an enjoyable and enlightening
discussion of the work, particularly how it focuses on instrumentation rather than just
themes, keys, etc. He offers context by recalling historical views of the Ottoman Empire
and the “Turk,” expressed in different perceptions of Janissary music. The musical/tone
context of the juxtaposition of Janissary music to “Viennese” music has two narrative
trajectories: intrusion and assimilation. This tension of narrative and tone create a
“game” for the audience: “it is to recognize and respond appropriately to a narrative
mode based in exaggeration, with each exaggerated state tending to be a setup for the
opposite.” (77) Even within, or perhaps because of, the Enlightenment context, the
interruptions of Janissary music, according to Knapp, are more akin to the ff chords of
the “Surprise” Symphony than the narrative implied in Beethoven’s use in the Ninth
Symphony, or even Mozart’s use in K. 331, as the Janissary music is not intrusive in a
violent way, but rather constantly reoriented around the prevailing comic tone. While
the Turks are introduced in a quasi-Ombra tone in the first movement, and they react
against a complacent pastoral tone in the second, by the third and fourth movements
they “become a comically exaggerated version of out-of-town guests from the provinces,
who may not know the dance steps but are more than willing to try.” (77) Haydn
effectively domesticated the sublime Turkish threat. This act that is in line with
Hoffmann’s view of Haydn: he makes them human rather than amplifying their threat
into the realm of sublime fear. Knapp summarizes this narrative-tone struggle this way:
Within Haydn’s symphonic milieu, the relationship between tone and
narrative must in the end resolve in favor of tone. . . . Tone thus functions as
part of genre. . . . Within a dynamic akin to that of high camp, which will
emerge on the other side of the German Idealism divide as a parallel means
for permitting the comic presentation of serious topics, it is this tone of comic
exaggeration, which is most pronounced in Haydn’s most cherished works,
that places him decidedly at odds with the musical values that evolved in
tandem with German Idealism across the nineteenth century. (78)
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Because of Haydn’s “dynamic of accommodation,” and the ways his symphonies “argue
for tolerance, while presenting themselves as entertainments” (from David Schroeder),
Haydn is at odds with the German Idealism agenda for music, in both the argument
itself—tolerance—and the mode in which it is argued—entertainment. Haydn therefore
sets himself apart from that philosophical track, becoming “other,” because
entertainment 1) tends to serve the interests of existing societal norms even when it
critiques them, and 2) engages through surfaces rather than through deeper meaning
accessible through individual contemplation. Haydn’s music privileges eccentricity—
something separate from us but within the human scale. Knapp tracks this “otherness”
to Aristotelian notions of engaging audiences in an entertaining way in order to advance
established virtues, such as tolerance. These Aristotelian virtues align themselves in a
“classic” sense, where a few basic virtues preside over a more comprehensive list. Knapp
argues that they are well suited to musical expression, and modulated by circumstances
and judgment. “Within the symphony’s narratives,” says Knapp, “virtues are
demonstrated both along the way and overall, including humor, peacefulness,
perseverance, prudence, loyalty, etc.” (82) This outlook is apropos given the emerging
culture of concert-going in London, where audiences expected to be entertained first
and enlightened second (from Lowe). “True validation of Haydn’s musical politics of
assimilation lies in how eagerly his most eccentric works were themselves assimilated
into the repertory, in direct parallel to his own composerly practice.” (99)
Knapp returns to the presumption of musical competence in Haydn’s symphonies,
which are built on rhetoric and persuasion. Haydn’s comedy is compared to comedic
moments in a few of Mozart’s works, where the comical focus seems to be on
incompetence, particularly where an individual voice breaks free of others (e.g. Ein
musikalischer Spass). But Haydn’s symphonies often highlight a competent individual
breaking away from and juxtaposed to the authoritative tutti. The competent “other” is
tolerated and even respected. Moments in Symphony No. 60 Il Distratto and the
Symphony No. 45 “Farewell” demonstrate such points, bringing out some of the more
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poignant moments in light of “otherness.” Knapp avoids discussing how the music of Il
Distratto might suggest the aspects of the play from which the music comes. (He
includes a note about Elaine Sisman’s work on this topic.) This avoidance solidifies the
treatment of this symphony as a complete, self-standing work, that can serve the virtue
of tolerance on its own, separated from the play. The “Farewell” Symphony is compared
to the play-within-the-play of Hamlet, used to “catch the conscience of the king.”
Haydn’s self-borrowing adds another layer of consideration to the music, particularly in
considering how using the same theme in different settings might lead to different
degrees of “normalizing” otherness. Il Distratto and “La Reine” both use the opening
theme of “Farewell,” but each treats it differently than the original, with, according to
Knapp, a “normalizing” of that material in recapitulations. I’m not sure I agree with his
conclusions, particularly in his suggestion that the recapitulation “normalizes” the
exposition material. Here would be an opportunity for Knapp to add to his “Individuation” argument by referencing the oboe solo in the theme as S in the exposition, and by
skipping the first iteration of the P in the recap to begin with effectively the second
presentation of P leading to transition, and then S (as oboe solo) in the tonic. This
truncation of the exposition material in the recapitulation emphasized the importance of
the oboe solo, effectively tolerating the eccentric individual to such a degree that the
individual becomes the dominant voice, on her own terms. Hardly a “normal-sounding”
recap, as Knapp implies, but following one of his important points in the symphony
discussion, the form certainly dictated the content.
Chapter 3: “Haydn, the String Quartet, and the (D)evolution of the Chamber Ideal”
takes up the string quartet as the quintessential chamber music/salon genre. It begins
with a discussion of the social dimension of music in Haydn’s day, in particular the
personal connection of the composer to a known audience. This eventually gave way to
an unknown “impersonal mass marketing” public. The string quartet was recognized
early on as “well suited to expressing sociality,” and Haydn’s were especially prized for
demonstrating the Enlightenment ideal of “conversation among equals.” Such
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sociability was prized by German Idealism, and so the genre fell under the sway of its
sphere. Knapp here makes his points by tracing the “insider-outsider” dynamic that has
been part of the string quartet discussion for decades. Apropos to the genre, he holds a
“discussion” with three other authors who have addressed the insider-outsider dynamic
in notable writings—Robert Martin, Joseph Kerman, and Gretchen Wheelock.
These virtual quartet partners make the distinction between composer and performer as
knowing and understanding the music as a whole—the insiders—and the audience who
is “overhearing” or even “eavesdropping” in on the conversation of the insiders with
only partial knowledge of the whole—the outsiders. The four scholars in this discussion
address this insider-outsider dynamic in varying degrees, but as part of a broader social
activity, akin to discussion in a chamber or salon setting. For Knapp, observing the
musical interaction of the four musicians playing a quartet is an important part of the
“listening in” experience of engagement: “one of the challenges that composers have
most consistently met in writing successfully for this medium has been that of
preserving this quality in particular, despite change in cultural settings, performance
venues, and, perhaps most problematic, composers’ personalities.” (105) In composing
his quartets Haydn is accepting of, and perhaps is even inspired by, a performance
situation wherein the quartet players are interacting with the audience, fully aware that
they are “listening in,” and with some connoisseur understanding of the materials of the
conversation. Thus the “insiders” are motivated by an interaction with the “outsiders,”
and Haydn’s music, particularly its humorous and eccentric aspects, is effective because
of this social condition and the possibilities it opens up. However, the performers also
have to keep some distance between themselves and those listening in, in order to
generate convincing performances and carry off the humorous and eccentric moments:
“they ought not to laugh with the audience. To acknowledge their audience in this way
is to risk depriving them of the delicious feeling of ‘overhearing’ the performance.” (110)
An effective element used by Haydn in this regard is introducing only part of an idea,
such as a melody, or a harmonic progression, or a rhythmic-metric gesture, and only
later in the movement completing the idea, generating a very different effect on the
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listener. Knapp relates this to an eavesdropper who only hears part of a conversation
and thus misconstrues it. Analyses of three of the Op. 64 string quartets demonstrate
such eccentricities that thrive on the “eavesdropper” dynamic.
After the discussion of the Haydn quartets, Knapp turns to Beethoven, Brahms, and
Bartok. They operated under different aesthetics based upon the string quartet
becoming a “contemplative space” prized by the German Idealist outlook. In describing
some of Beethoven’s and the later composers’ noteworthy surprise moments, Knapp
astutely uses adjectives that are of the sublime variety—“violent,” “disparate,”
“disconcerting”—arguing that the insider-outsider relationship gradually shifted to one
in which the insiders more-or-less preach deep, almost religious concepts of the
noumenal realm among themselves, and the outsiders are allowed to listen in, but not
necessarily with any understanding of the topics. They are welcome to observe the
contemplative space, but not necessarily invited. The proscenium arch has been raised
over this contemplative space, and the technical and expressive needs of the music
require all of the attention of the insiders, who disregard the outsiders: “The selfabsorption of the players in modern performances of string quartet music is visually
apparent. . . . all of this separates the performers from their audience as decisively as
anything the composer may write into the music, institutionalizing in our day the
inward gaze of the performers.” (128)
Comparing these insider-outsider dynamics emphasizes the shift in attitude in the 19th
century between “Salon” and “Chamber” music, with the salon suggesting lighter music
conducive to socializing (e.g. Biedermeier culture), and the chamber now metaphorically
a contemplative space, wherein more serious ideas can be pondered by the individual.
This is related to Mark Evan Bonds’s Music as Thought; the shift directly paralleling the
increasing influence of German Idealism. “Put succinctly: although Beethoven
maintains the inside-outside dynamic he inherited from Haydn, he reconfigures the
‘inside’ as a mental space rather than a social space.” (130) In an interesting detour,
Knapp posits that the quartet version of Haydn’s Seven Last Words might fit into the
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world of the 19th century chamber performance, rather than the salon realm of his bona
fide quartets. Elisabeth Le Guin enters the discussion as a fifth member, elucidating the
changing concept of the salon from the end of the 18th century into the 19th. Quoting her
paraphrase of M. de Buffon from “A Visit to the Salon de Parnasse” (Beghin & Goldberg,
Haydn and the Performance of Rhetoric): “In the salon we remain among the concerns
of ordinary men and women. Here, we are more likely to feel indifference toward a very
ingenious work; our taste will be for a simple but useful reading. What is the reason for
this? In the one, the author speaks to me of myself, and in the other he speaks to me
only of himself.” (132) It is the former—speaks to me of myself—from which Haydn’s
music came, and in which it remains most effective, rather than the latter—speaks only
of himself. As the 19th century wore on, with the influence of German Idealism
increasing in the musical arts, the objectivity suggested in Haydn’s social salon outlook
was considered less worthy of praise than the subjectivity of the thought-driven
chamber.

Summary of PART III: NEW WORLD DUALITIES
Chapter 4: “Popular Music contra German Idealism: Anglo-American Rebellions from
Minstrelsy to Camp” demonstrates how 19th- and 20th-century entertainments in the
U.S. and Great Britain were designed to rebel against select societal norms, including
the German Idealism that effectively constructed the proscenium arch between the
performers and overhearers of “art” music performance. Knapp relates characteristics
of minstrelsy and camp as developed in the U.S., and the influences these had on Gilbert
and Sullivan operetta, to insider-outsider relationship of Haydn’s string quartets, and
the musical tolerance quality of his symphonies. This establishes a sort of kinship and
suggests that these Anglo-American genres “relate[d] easily to a mainstreamed, New
World rejection of the musical archetypes imposed by German Idealism” (140) that
privileged subjective, noumenal-seeking, contemplative space over objective,
phenomenally relevant, social interaction. The main apparatus for this is what Knapp
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refers to as “putting on”: the acceptance and full realization on the part of the outsiders
of performing masks of all kinds—stereotypic, actual, stylized, and musical—to get at
deeper meaning. Thus, various performance surfaces interact with one another, and
with underlying content, in ways that first entertain, and through this entertainment,
enrich.
For minstrelsy, masks of various kinds created a topsy-turvy Carnival atmosphere,
where Mr. Bones and Mr. Tambo, the ostensible lowly rhythm keepers of the ensemble,
interact with the Interlocutor in free, somewhat improvisatory manners, following the
formalized “Gentlemen, please be seated” curtain-opening gesture. “While, arguably, it
was dance that ultimately fueled the most explosive potential of popular music, it was
minstrelsy’s impulse towards rebellion that lit the fuse and, facing the other direction,
constituted the welcoming committee for musical idealism whenever and wherever it
threatened to take root in the United States, with a figurative Bronx cheer at the ready.”
(162) A sense of nostalgia imbued the minstrel genre as Stephen Foster songs became
associated with it, with the plantation life serving a nostalgic pastoral function, and in
the early days of sound-synchronized film this nostalgia became central to calling
attention to performativity, including in such historically important films as The Jazz
Singer, Showboat, and Swing Time. Busby Berkeley’s Babes in Arms and Babes on
Broadway both feature Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland in nostalgic minstrel
production scenes that include the pageantry and bigness one expects from a Berkeley
production. This, along with operettas of Gilbert and Sullivan influenced by St. James
Hall minstrel shows and French operette’s Zivilisation aesthetic rather than the “more
proper” Kultur, become the connecting tissue for exploring camp.
Knapp’s discussion on camp is the most extensive topic in the book. Susan Sontag’s
“Notes on Camp” of 1964 is identified as the touchstone for bringing camp “out of the
closet” as an aesthetic genre, from which a discussion of its principle characteristics and
goals seems apropos in relation to minstrelsy. Knapp suggests that camp appeals to the
same social insider-outsider relationship as minstrelsy and other popular art forms,
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relying on the interaction of surfaces, or style, with some consideration of what lies
underneath—substance—at varying levels. This calls attention to the social and
performative aspects and is thereby antithetical to the musical idealism that was a
product of German Idealism. High camp, says Knapp, “displace[s] emphasis from the
important to the trivial, often through exaggerated intensification, . . . and lays bare the
more serious ‘substance,’ at this point pitched at a more intense level. . . . [L]aughter in
the end intensifies rather than diminishes pathos.” (164)
Two traditions are used as examples: the persona and aesthetic predilections of Oscar
Wilde, perhaps influenced by these characteristics being intensified in some Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas from about the same time or slightly earlier, and theatrical/musical
depictions of pirates, beginning with Gilbert and Sullivan and carrying through to films
of mid-century and beyond (including the recent Pirates of the Caribbean). With
Wilde, as with Gilbert and Sullivan, the language form and structure, and implied
performativity, draw attention to themselves on a witty and often parodistic surface,
filled with word play, metaphoric names, and carefully controlled text constructions,
along with an overtly theatrical presentation, and so rely more on social interactions
than on contemplative absorption. But they do so without diminishing the respect for
the underlying substantive content that is being parodied, and so intensify the
substance.
Pirate camp achieves similar aesthetic goals by its outwardly extravagant, exaggerated
performance character, becoming what might be considered the mask of wearing
multiple, or multiple levels of, masks. This generates a noticeable (surface) “putting on”
aesthetic. The surface extravagance is conveyed through overt mannerisms, colorful
costumes that highlight the masculine in an all-masculine society, golden earrings, etc.
In Gilbert and Sullivan, as well as such films as The Pirate (1948), the surface of
“putting on” becomes amplified in the form of secret or double-secret identities, most
notable through musicking in song and dance. This musicking relies upon historically
identifiable tropes such as specific dance meters and melodic formulae, subtle and not-
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so-subtle musical quotations from canonic “high art” music, and stage and film
techniques that draw attention to the music performance as performance—e.g. strategic
framing of Gene Kelley, or parts of him, in the act of dancing—to add layer upon layer of
surface interaction, as well as draw out “ah-has” from a knowing audience in a socially
vibrant setting.
Knapp deftly places his points about minstrelsy and camp into the larger musicalhistorical context that is the premise of the book. The carnivalesque “trickster” masks
worn by Mr. Tambo and Mr. Bones, and the double-secret identity of the pirate
character, parallel Haydn’s musical tricks in symphonies and quartets. Their surfaces
often shine a lens upon notions of tolerance in the underlying stories. Knapp astutely
compares the late 19th- and 20th-century treatment of the pirate character to the late
18th-century Viennese Turkish phenomenon.
Such entertainments, and musical theater more broadly considered, became the antithesis of musical idealism on German Idealism’s own terms, by achieving or at least
addressing Wagnerian principles regarding “musically activated psychological goals,”
but without giving up the social entertainment aspect:
Like Wagner’s Musikdramen, musical camp awakens the psychological realm
in order to imagine and project, within a broadly subjunctive version of
reality, what cannot otherwise be experienced. For German Idealism’s more
mysterious noumenal realm, however, musical camp substitutes a heightened
reality—utopian and sometimes escapist, but in any case vividly evoked. Both
Musikdramen and musical camp, according to this “meta” orientation,
imagine musically enhanced alternatives that use the world we know as a foil,
if only sometimes explicitly. (216)
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U.S. American popular music traditions—in many ways growing out of musical theater—
have continued to serve as a rebellion against musical idealism; it “plays the same game
as Wagner, but from the opposite side.” (217)
The other side of the coin regarding U.S. American popular genres and German
Idealism is confronted in Chapter 5: “‘Popular Music’ Qua German Idealism.” Certain
paradigms, particularly authenticity and the related ideas of sincerity and serious
intention, have been used to “brow-elevate” some popular music, consistent with some
aspects of Idealism. Popular music and art “vitally expresses the artist, perhaps even
intrinsically, and that compelling aesthetic value emerges from that expression.” (222)
Ironically, some types of popular music became “too popular” to be considered truly
authentic, because such broad appeal, as with Haydn’s symphonies, presumably comes
from the conscious interplay between art and audience, making it suspect.
Marshall Berman’s Politics of Authenticity (1970) is the basis for Knapp’s understanding
of authenticity. Interestingly, the concept was developing during Haydn’s time:
“‘authenticity’ as a political goal emerged in the eighteenth century as a consequence of
the parallel emphasis in Enlightenment thought on individual rights and personal
happiness.” (224) This became consistent with the subjectivity of German Idealism,
even in considering the performance of works composed by others, which, in light of the
emerging “work-concept” perspective, unites “composer and performer, originator and
vessel, in an apparently single creative act.” (226, from Mary Hunter, “‘To Play As If
from the Soul of the Composer’: The Idea of the Performer in Early Romantic
Aesthetics.” JAMS 58 no.2, 2005). One could merge one’s own subjectivity to that of
others by performing the others’ compositions, thereby creating a connection to the
larger noumenal world or consciousness—part of the German Idealist Werktreue
outlook that opposed bravura showmanship. This quality of authenticity became a
linchpin between Idealism and Existentialism. The “defamiliarization of the familiar”
characteristics of Mahler’s and Ives’s works (necessarily going back to the model of the
loner, alienated spirit: Beethoven) helped legitimize such authenticity as high-brow.
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Returning to popular music, Knapp observes a division between the genres that have
been labelled authentic (e.g. jazz, ragtime, blues) and those labelled inauthentic (e.g.
“easy listening,” show tunes, Tin Pan Alley songs), often based on race-related
considerations or perceived artistic “sincerity” or lack thereof. He pursues this division
by examining a series of “fault lines” of authenticity, often generate by: 1) the increasing
intertwining of politics and popular music, 2) increasing availability of recordings,
facilitating multiple rehearings and thus allowing the work-concept outlook for popular
music, 3) the desire, beginning in the 1960s, to find a rationale for more serious
consideration of popular music as music, and not just as a social phenomenon.
Jazz and its related genres are particularly interesting, given these considerations. The
racial biases and authentic/inauthentic judgments run through their history, as does a
clear interrelationship of performer and audience that might otherwise be antithetical to
musical idealism, and an encouragement of “faking it” for the fun of it that seems the
opposed to authenticity. Knapp explains that “faking it” purposefully seeks to get
something wrong, and is therefore an authentic outlook, “the first step toward freeing
something from the US American version of Zivilisation . . . in order to tap into its
capacity to convey a domestic, contemporary form of Kultur.” (238) In jazz, racial
identity plays a big part in the historical authenticity argument: “who you are is
fundamental to any claims of authenticity, and reflected the fact that, in the United
States, race represents a fundamental fault line for identity politics, affecting, like
gender, any notion of authenticity grounded in personal expression.” (240) The gender
fault-line discussion centers around the general exclusion of women in jazz, except as
singers. Through all of these fault lines in its history, however, jazz (and related genres)
was “reconstituted as a more broadly American—and therefore more definitively so,
according to US American ideologies of inclusion—whatever its historically racialized
origins and development.” (240) Such inclusion can be related back to the Haydn
symphonies.
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Knapp then takes up folk music in its popular/populist embodiment. As an idea, folk
music was enshrined by Herder and others (Goethe?) as emblematic of a shared
heritage, and so fed nationalist characteristics of German Idealism. The recording
industry commercialized certain folk types, expanding the audience and creating a
canon. The attachment to folk music of much popular music, particularly in the 1960s
and ‘70s, gave it an authenticity that remained somewhat untainted by its popularity.
There are three bases for what Knapp calls “this grounding authenticity”: 1) early forms
of African American musicking, 2) regional, mostly white folk traditions, 3) youthful
rebellion. All of these are founded in some idea of primitivism, which enhances
authenticity. Within the folk categories, Knapp identifies fault lines of 1) traditionalist
vs. newly-composed politically leftist or protest songs, 2) purist vs. generically fused
types such as folk rock, religion, and 3) class distinctions. Country music has only
recently been taken seriously as an authentic style, despite grounding in folk traditions,
and a perceived sincerity.
The chapter concludes with a discussion of “outliers”: popular styles and traditions such
as camp and musical theater. Several theories of this status are posited, including their
“full-frontal embrace of artifice,” escapism, the sense of assurance and comfort,
indulgence of fantasy and sentimentality, and blatant pandering to audience appeal.
Thus, as with the Haydn quartets, these types emphasize the pretty (a social judgment)
over the beautiful (an internal judgment), and the other social dimensions of musicking
over the contemplative. Such genres were “cast aside as insufficiently authentic, in
much the same way as those qualities that most distinguished Haydn’s symphonic and
chamber music were increasingly devalued by an evolving musical idealism across the
nineteenth century.” (252)
The final chapter, “Musical Virtues and Vices in the Latter-Day New World,” reiterates
many of the points made previously, and ties others together, particularly the
relationship of the New World popular genre characteristics to Haydn’s music, together
serving as “bookends” to 19th-century German Idealism. An Oscar Wilde epigram,
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attributed to him while he was in the U.S., begins the chapter: “I want to make this
artistic movement the basis for a new civilization.” Knapp relates this to a concept
formulated by Richard Dyer which was part of his camp discussion: “This is what Utopia
would feel like.” He makes a distinction between low camp and high camp based on the
balance between surface and content comes across, and the seriousness with which both
are approached. “Whereas all camp maintains affections for the objects being camped—
that is, the artistic construction that supports the ostensible content of the art work—
high camp will insist that such content and its supporting structures are also taken
seriously on some level.” (254) Respecting the content allows for an “aesthetic failure”
that is at the heart of camp—an incommensurability among the parts, particularly
between means and content. Aesthetic failures might come in the form of “over the top”
means of drawing attention away from the content to focus on the performance itself, or
taking trivial matters too seriously, or serious matters too lightly. In any of these cases,
good performance craft enables high camp, because it conveys a serious consideration of
the content being camped. To demonstrate, Knapp turns (finally!—I waited for Mel
Brooks all through chapter 4) to the play-within-the-play “Springtime for Hitler” from
the original film The Producers. He expertly peels away the many layers of high camp it
contains, including the importance of historical cross-referencing (comparing the social
considerations of the 1930s, as Hitler was coming to power, to the 1960s, when the
movie was made), and the centrality of the audience, especially the gay community, to
camp’s success. (Full disclosure: “The Inquisition” portion of History of the World, Part
I kept popping into my mind while reading chapter 4; unlike the rest of that film, “The
Inquisition” uses musical theater as its performance means.)
Getting back to Haydn and his music, Knapp summarizes similarities and differences
between high camp and Haydn’s symphonies and quartets. He emphasizes that Haydn’s
works do not fall within the history of camp, and differ in that they successfully “manage
surface and peripheral amusements as content.” (263) But they share many traits,
including the affirmation of the insider-outsider social dynamic, incongruity, and
“aesthetic failure,” and so anticipate the sensibilities of high camp. Knapp makes an
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interesting point regarding Haydn and Romanticism, based on E. T. A. Hoffmann’s
famous thoughts on Haydn’s use of fear, and in so doing sets it as philosophically
“other”:
In domesticating fears rather than amplifying them into a semblance of the
sublime, Haydn [especially in his approach to the Turk topic] and pirate camp
insist, as Hoffmann would have it, “on that which is distinctly human.” . . .
Making light in this sense is to make human. . . . In encompassing both laughter
and seriousness, Haydn and high camp embrace a totality of human experience, a
great deal of which Hoffmann and the other German Romantics, in their quest
for German Idealism’s noumenal, set aside as the mere phenomenal world. (265)
Separating Haydn as philosophical other takes the discussion back to assessing Haydn
within the Aristotelean ethics of artistic virtues. From here, Knapp (summarizing
thoughts by Mitchell Morris) promotes approaching Haydn, and U.S. American popular
genres, by recognizing the social traditions from which they came. It is unfair and
illogical, in this sense, to treat “Papa Haydn,” in either performance or in pedagogy,
merely as a person who developed certain techniques of instrumental composition
which were somehow perfected by subsequent generations, based on a “serious”
idealism of those generations. Sociability is a much more central tenet of
understanding, and of teaching and performing, Haydn’s music (as with high camp),
and his music is most effectively presented and discussed with this in mind. Knapp
credits the “HIP” movement over the last 30 years with helping bring this to light: “we
harken to one of the great lessons offered by the historically informed performance
movement, which is that scripts, properly understood within a nurturing performance
environment, can retrain our latter-day practices so as, in a sense, to regrow longatrophied receptive practices.” (269) Such an outlook relates to modern high camp, and
so high camp’s receptive practices can be a foothold for compelling performances of
Haydn’s music. Knapp concludes by delving into the vices and virtues of Haydn/high
camp on the one hand, and musical idealism on the other, and offers ways to bridge the
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perceived dualities. Among his remedies is a review of the religiously-oriented or
museum-culture concert hall dynamic and its regulation of audience response,
particularly laughter, as a continued expression of German Idealism. Understanding
this perspective might offer ways of reengaging the insider-outsider relationship that
was most familiar to Haydn, and from which his music came, and serve to make “the
concert hall a more generous space, refusing to enforce—as idealism currently does—the
suppression of these modes of reception that insist on embracing humanity rather than
(just) the infinite.” (277)

Final thoughts: One more at the Salon, and the Book’s Audience.
In my Introduction I proposed that Knapp’s investigation of the relationship of Haydn’s
instrumental music and popular Anglo-American music types to a 19th-century musical
aesthetic disproportionally influence by German Idealism was structured more as a oneman 18th-century social-space salon discussion rather than as a linear argument.
Several ways of looking at the central topic of investigation, each way smartly argued
and more-or-less self-standing in its own right, were introduced chapter by chapter,
with Knapp serving as the expert on each, appealing to its own audience, and finally
summarized in the last chapter. I found this a compelling and useful format for
including so many different but necessary radiant spokes that such a broad topic
requires.
If I may be so bold, I’d like to invite myself to Knapp’s salon to bring in one last idea that
I believe would have solidified the discussion even further, and at various points: the
parallels of Haydn and Anglo-American popular forms on the one hand, and German
Idealist aesthetics on the other, to the traditional theatric generic dichotomy of
Comedy—which deals with the social and phenomenal—and Tragedy—largely concerned
with the internal and contemplative. Knapp talks around Comedy at many points,
particularly regarding the outwardly comic stage genres, and perhaps it is assumed a
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priori. But addressing these parallels directly allows us to consider the kinship of the
external, social, performance-centered, phenomenal aspects that were central to
Knapp’s description of Haydn’s music, minstrelsy, camp, Gilbert and Sullivan, etc., to
the Commedia dell’Arte comic form that was in its heyday in the 18th century, thanks in
large part to Goldoni, and which was so well known and understood by Haydn and
Mozart.
Commedia dell’Arte relies on many of the same impulses as Knapp’s “anti-Idealism”
forms. It is social, being aware of and interacting with its audience. It relies on “masks”
for identifying characteristics. These masks are often interchanged through dissembling,
which is by its nature a performative activity that calls attention to itself as performance.
And the surface interactions serve as lenses to shine specific light on underlying content,
which is considered in a serious manner (not made light of). Mozart and Haydn both
fully understood and embraced the Commedia dell’Arte tradition, and the revolutionary
ideas it could convey.
This connection first occurred to me as I was reading Knapp’s discussion of Mozart’s
operas. The argument was good, but I believe it could have been strengthened by tying
in Commedia dell’Arte traditions and conventions of meaning regarding character
types—“masks,” which Knapp takes up later—and the essential elements of comedy, all
of which give additional meaning to the underlying story content of Don Giovanni and
Le Nozze di Figaro. Specifically, the comic reconciliation scene at the end of Don
Giovanni was a requirement of the genre, and thus would not have taken anything away
from the impact on the audience of the previous sublime, horrifying scene. Without it
the comedy would be considered incomplete, and so the underlying message would be
depleted, at least during Mozart’s day. Addressing this topic would further substantiate
Knapp’s argument regarding the “ordered” world from which Mozart emerged.
The connection to Commedia dell’Arte also presents an interesting slant on Haydn’s
instrumental music, discussed in Part II, chapters 2 and 3. The Commedia interplay of
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various topical masks, unexpected comic twists, “faking it,” and performance-oriented
lazzi, all play a role in Haydn’s symphonic outlook, including in the Il Distratto,
“Farewell,” and “Military” symphonies that Knapp used as exemplars. The precepts of
tolerance, inclusion, accommodation, etc., that underlie the symphonies in question
were very much a part of the staged comedies, and are revealed in both opera and
symphony through an entertaining surface of performativity. Let’s not forget the
tolerant treatment of the “Turk” in Haydn’s and Mozart’s operas, quite like the narrative
Knapp suggests for the “Military” Symphony. A similar series of parallels can be made
regarding Haydn’s forming of the quartets to exploit the performer-audience interplay.
The insider-outsider dynamic, particularly as it relates to “eavesdropping” and the
listener not receiving all of the information, was a useful Commedia tool: many
scenarios were built upon this very premise of eavesdropping and passing on incomplete
and ultimately errant information. Haydn was familiar with this comedic trope and
portrayed it musically in the most social of his genres, the quartets.
Knapp points out quite clearly in Part III, chapter 4, that minstrelsy and camp both rely
on creating “topsy-turvy” carnivalesque situations based upon the interchange of masks
and dissembling. The connection to Commedia here is obvious. One can appreciate the
interplay of Mr. Bones and Mr. Tambo with the Interlocutor all the more when one
connects this action to the ways various servant character types—masks—relate to
Pantalone figures, and in both minstrelsy and Commedia, the Bones/Tambo and
servant masks bringing the audience in on the deception or comic business.
And so on, and so on.
Knapp’s literary salon structure bespeaks of a clear recognition and awareness of who
the audience is, and, despite being an extremely diverse a group, how various
constituents of that audience would most benefit from entering into the conversation.
Taken as a whole, this is a most enriching study for practitioners and students of
musicology, and of performance theory. Knapp’s long and broadly-reaching career as a
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scholar allows him to touch on most of the general areas now required for the
musicological scholar: performance studies, philosophy and aesthetics, gender and race,
cultural and historical context, structural theory.
For the teacher of musicology, any of these chapters could be excised and serve as
exemplars for students for any of the specific topics listed above. For the broadest
music student audience, I find Chapter 1: “Idealizing Music” a wonderfully concise, yet
necessarily dense overview of most of the important figures and ideas related to 19thcentury Romantic German Idealism and its influence on music, that would give students
a solid introduction to these ideas. Spending so much of the time in this chapter on
Kant’s critiques, written while Haydn (not Beethoven!) was most active as a composer,
and on those who followed, uncovers and establishes the necessary foundation for
understanding other studies in Romanticism. It particularly clarifies the connections of
how nationalism stems from Kant’s critique, which facilitated “personal and group
identities (including nationalism) within shifting political and philosophical contexts”
(12), how aesthetes followed the Kantian idea of welding science to a system of ethics
which, while separated from religion, was “comfortably similar to the central moral
tenets of Christianity, especially Protestantism” (13), and how the ideas of
“contemplative space” reflect the privileging of the noumenal over the phenomenal as in
German Idealist thought by mid-century. This same chapter would also be most useful
for those studying 19th-century aesthetic philosophy.
Part II offers much valuable information and many good ideas for Haydn performers,
particularly orchestra conductors and chamber musicians. By understanding the
surface and underlying materials of the symphonies discussed in Chapter 2:
“Entertaining Possibilities in Haydn’s Symphonies,” conductors can make the best
judgments about how to treat certain aspects of the music that reveal to the audience the
tolerance and inclusiveness, or assimilation, of topical “others,” including those that
competently break away from the tutti to offer alternative points of view
(Individuation), which lead to different, unexpected moments of “normalization.”
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Knapp’s observations about the interrelationship of dramatic narrative and musical
tonal modes, carried on behind or within the sheen of entertaining and approbationseeking, all backed up by Knapp’s astute musical analyses, can lead conductors toward
most compelling and, yes, enjoyable performances. Similarly, an awareness of the
socially anchored insider-outsider dynamic, especially the “eavesdropper” listener, as
presented in Chapter 3: “Haydn, the String Quartet, and the (D)evaluation of the
Chamber Ideal,” can bring to chamber musicians a greater understanding of the
rhetorical arguments made by Haydn in his quartets, and help them avoid laughing with
the eavesdroppers, thereby informing more effective communication of the rhetoric.
Furthermore, the information in this chapter is enlightening regarding the differences in
approach required by quartets and chamber works of later composers, as the repertoire
moved into the proscenium-delineated “contemplative space” of the 19th-century
chamber.
The various chapters in Part III are informative and appealing for many audiences,
including cultural historians, performance theorists, and even the broader public who
enjoy musical theater, films that play upon camp, and various forms of popular music.
Knapp’s analyses of the exemplars contained in these chapters bring to light (again,
without making light of) an unexpected breadth of appreciation for the details of the
more popular forms of entertainment, and a better understanding of the social, cultural,
and political dimensions of U.S. America’s history that they address. I found the
discussion of the plantation-as-pastoral and blackface nostalgia which grew out of
minstrelsy most interesting. As many times as I have seen Mel Brooks’s movies, Part III
peeled away an endless number of levels of entertainment that were working on me,
without my knowing.
Making Light: Haydn, Musical Camp, and the Long Shadow of German Idealism will
surely spark many fruitful and interesting discussions, and lead to ever clearer and more
meaningful ways of looking at performance.
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